Influence of hindlimb suspension on calcium-induced contraction characteristics in dystrophin-deficient animals.
The direct data concerning effects of unloading on dystrophic muscle were received in study of mdx mice, a model for Duchenne muscular dystrophy, muscles before and after hindlimb suspension. Experiments were performed on softer skinned soleus muscle fibers isolated from wild-type (C57black) as a control and mdx mice aged 2 weeks. Animals of two experimental groups were tail suspended during 21 days. In both groups of hindlimb suspended mice isolated soleus fibers were thinner than in the control groups. But there was a greater 37% significant decrease in fiber diameter in wild-type (CHS) suspended mice vs. 24% in mdx (MHS) suspended group. Values of absolute peak tension in CHS were less than in the control group by 33%, and in MHS mice suspended--by 39%. 21 days of hindlimb suspension resulted in reduction of mean peak specific tension by 28% in MHS and significantly less drop (15%) in CHS groups. We observed a similar rightward shift of the tension pCa curve in both mice strains.